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Our developer team consists of 4 people living in the
Netherlands. Arjan is no family member besides Jorny,
Desoxy and Pancky. The developers team consists
largely of brothers and take the premise of getting the
XRPL network secure. Outside of the developers,
Loverlyn has been assigned to serve as promotion
manager. She resides in the Philippines. 
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PANCKY

CEO XSTO Marketing, communications
and liaison between
approved partners
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CEO XSTO

FUNCTION
Conducting high quality
research, marketing,
developing project.
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Bot driver, marketing, NFT's
line work, developing our
project.

Researcher, NFT's line work,
marketing, building out our
XLoyalitY project.

Marketing, managing
promoters and mods.
Arranging giveaways,
running games in social
channels.
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XSTO GENERAL
XLOYALITY SAFETY TRADE ORGANISATION is the
organisation behind our XRPL project. The umbrella
name is broken down into a few elements that are
security for the coin investor. It concerns our Quality
mark, this mark shows that an XRPL project is affiliated
with XSTO. We provide a secure network where
scamcoins have no chance to cause a rug pull. We use
the term rug pull as soon as the developers of a project
cause a rug pull and proceed from it with the coin
investors' money.

COMPENSATION
PROGRAM

RUG PULL
PREVENTION

QUALITY MARK

The research system was developed by the developers
of XLoyalitY. The system includes specific filters and
thorough coin research to give scamcoins no chance.
These projects are not allowed through on the secure
platform we want to create on the XRPL network. The
researchers do research and take into account our
established privacy policy. We will not share rejected
projects with our community. This choice was made
deliberately to avoid confusion and to give our platform
an important function for coin investors. The research
system is completely secret to prevent information
leakage. Therefore, XLoyalitY will never present this
system to the outside world to maintain the safety of
coin investors.

THE RESEARCH FOR OUR QUALITY MARK

Protection of your community
Confidence in your community
Cooperation links between our
affiliated partners
Easy developer consultation with
affiliated partners
Gold Member ticket, see
www.xloyality.com/gold-member/
Participation in connectedness for
security on the XRPL network

What are your benefits of
participating in our Quality mark?

http://www.xloyality.com/gold-member/


Step 1: 
Project developer reports at info@xloyality.com
or contacts XLoyalitY's founders.

 Step 2: 
The founder of XLoyalitY refers the coin
developer to the terms and conditions and
explains our purpose of the project.

Step 3: 
Once the coin developer agrees to the
established terms and privacy policy, the
founder will activate the research team.

Step 4: 
The research team will conduct project
research. Think ip addresses, wallet addresses,
adequate website, whitepaper, roadmap and
socials. The researchers create an overall
picture of the notified project. After a
maximum of 5 working days, the research team
will either agree or disagree to qualify for the
Quality mark.
 (If a project is rejected, it will not be publicly
disclosed. Please see our privacy policy and
terms and conditions.

Step 5: 
We will contact the coin developer. Once there
is agreement. A launch date will be scheduled
to launch it publicly. This will be done through
the social channels and official website
www.xloyality.com. The approved project will
be processed on the website under Quality
mark. The project will also be included on our
Telegram channel
https://t.me/XLoyalitYRugpullprevention where
all projects with green status are listed. 

PROCESS QUALITY MARK
RESEARCH

Our vision and mission is to become
the security leader on the XRPL
network with approved partners who
hold our Quality mark. We create a
secure platform for our coin investors,
where XSTO has an important role.
All connected projects are in a
common Telegram chat, where
information, developments and
messages can be shared. It has
created great partnerships for many
projects. XSTO is in the MetaVerse of
approved partner Lucretius, owns
official NFTs, has a Utility currency
called XLOY and works with a Gold
Members community. They are the
important voice that determines
much of our project. 

More information can be found on
our website at www.xloyality.com.

OTHER
INFORMATION

WWW.XLOYALITY.COM

http://www.xloyality.com/


Seal of approval
Public launch and permission to publish
website
Compensation program active (not for basic
package)
Promoting through social media channels
(retweet, like and quote posts)
Joint Airdrop or collaborative actions
Collaboration links premium and basic
packages
Admission to Gold Member community
Project is allowed in the founders chat of all
approved projects

Seal of approval
Public launch and permission to publish
website
No compensation program
No further promotion via social media
channels (retweet, like and quote posts)
Joint Airdrop or collaborative actions
Collaboration links premium and basic
packages
No admission to the Gold Member
community
Project is allowed in the founders chat of all
approved projects

Premium package:

Cost: 1000 XRP 
(combination of own currency and XRP is
possible by mutual agreement)
Duration: 12 months

Basic package:

Cost: 200 XRP 
(no combination possible)
Duration: 12 months

PACKAGE
QUALITY MARK In certain scenarios, XSTO may choose to

temporarily exempt a project from its color
code. We use the color codes green, orange
and red. These color codes refer to the
compensation program that is active or
temporarily inactive. Below is a brief
description of our color codings. 

Green: 
The color code green shows that a project
meets the established requirements that
we have established. The coin is completely
safe and does not belong in a risk phase.
With the color code green, the
compensation program is active, if the
project has a premium package.

Orange: 
The color code orange means that there is a
possible danger. This color code does not
mean that the coin is immediately declared
completely unsafe by us and is a rug pull
alarm. The color code orange may mean
that an investigation is underway following
an incident that needs attention. We will
investigate and engage with the coin
developers. We will communicate this after
the community as soon as more is known or
a decision has been made to temporarily
suspend the coin. During the phase if a
premium package is in color code orange,
no compensation program will be active.
Color code orange may revert to green or
change to color code red.

Red:
 If a color code red is active the project will
no longer qualify from our seal of approval.
We as developers have decided to put the
project on red and are required to present a
justification to the outside world here. Our
choice will be shared with the community.
No compensation program will be active in
color code red. Also, the project will be
completely removed from our social
channels and website to ensure the safety
of our coin investors.

COLOR CODES
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